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MARK 3:20-30 AMP

20 Then He came to a house [in Capernaum], and a crowd formed 
again, so [many people] that Jesus and His disciples could not even 
eat a meal [together]. 21 When His own family heard this they went to 
take custody of Him; for they were saying, “He is out of His mind.” 
22 The scribes who came down from Jerusalem were saying, “He is 
possessed by Beelzebul (Satan),” and “He is driving out the demons 
by the [power of the] ruler of the demons.” 
23 So He called them to Himself and spoke to them in parables, “How 
can Satan drive out Satan? 24 If a kingdom is divided [split into 
factions and rebelling] against itself, that kingdom cannot stand. 
25 And if a house is divided against itself, that house cannot stand. 
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MARK 3:20-30 AMP

26 And if Satan has risen up against himself and is divided, he cannot 
stand, but is coming to an end. 27 But no one can go into a strong 
man’s house and steal his property unless he first overpowers and
ties up the strong man, and then he will ransack and rob his house.
28 “I assure you and most solemnly say to you, all sins will be forgiven 
the sons of men, and all the abusive and blasphemous things they 
say; 29 but whoever blasphemes against the Holy Spirit and His power 
[by attributing the miracles done by Me to Satan] never has 
forgiveness, but is guilty of an everlasting sin [a sin which is 
unforgivable in this present age as well as in the age to come]”—
30 [Jesus said this] because the scribes and Pharisees were [attributing 
His miracles to Satan by] saying, “He has an unclean spirit.”
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There is no more important question any human in 
any era of history can ask …

• Who is Jesus?
• Mark 8:29  “But who do you say that I am?”
• Mark 4:41 “What manner of man is this, that even the wind and the sea 

obey him?

Especially as followers of Jesus Christ, it is so very important to hear and to 
know who Jesus is from the Word of God. 

Even for non-believers, this question is vital.

This series of messages is foundational to all peoples, especially Christ-
followers
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HIGHLY RECOMMENDED

The Champion by Carman (Lyrics)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cxS_qWzTekc

Read the entire Book of Mark 

in Eugene Peterson’s THE MESSAGE
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WHAT ARE WE TO MAKE OF THESE 
EXTRAORDINARY EVENTS IN THE PUBLIC 

MINISTRY OF JESUS?

HEALINGS, 

UNCLEAN SPIRITS CRYING OUT TO JESUS AND BANISHED,

ENCOUNTER WITH THE DEMONIC, 

RAISING THE DEAD. 

CALMING THE STORM, WALKING ON WATER, 

FEEDING THOUSANDS

AND GIVING DISCIPLES AUTHORITY OVER THE DEMONS?
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EXTRAORDINARY, SUPERNATURAL EVENTS WERE 
VITAL TO THE MINISTRY OF JESUS

JOHN 10:38 

Believe the miracles, that you may know and understand that the 
Father is in me, and I in the Father. 

JOHN 5:36   

I have testimony weightier than that of John. For the works that the 
Father has given me to finish—the very works that I am doing—testify 
that the Father has sent me.
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FINDINGS

• WE WILL NEVER UNDERSTAND WHO JESUS IS APART 
FROM HIS LOVE AND TRUST IN THE ONE WHOM HE 
CALLS THE FATHER – THE FATHER WAS IN JESUS AND 
JESUS WAS IN THE FATHER AND THE FATHER SENT 
JESUS

• NEITHER WILL WE UNDERSTAND WHO JESUS IS APART 
FROM HIS ENGAGEMENT WITH AND POWER OVER THE 
ONE HE CALLS SATAN

HISTORICAL TIDBIT: THOMAS JEFFERSON’S 84 PAGE BIBLE … In two volumes, The Philosophy of Jesus of 
Nazareth and The Life and Morals of Jesus of Nazareth
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MAKING SENSE OF THE DEMONIC REALM 
CONTRASTING 1ST & 21ST CENTURY BELIEFS

THREE OPTIONS

WHAT ARE WE – 21ST CENTURY PEOPLE LIVING IN SOPHISTICATED, HIGH TECH, 
SCIENTIFIC, HIGHLY DEVELOPED, SECULARZED WORLD –

TO MAKE OF MARK 3 AND SIMILAR TEXTS LIKE IT?

OPTIONS:

1.  These demonic encounters did not really occur

2. These stories of demons and demon activity are but     

PRIMITIVE WAYS of describing Broken Reality

3.  TAKE THE NEW TESTAMENT STORIES AT FACE VALUE
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New Testament Scholar James Dunn

Unclean spirits are spiritual beings. They are particular 
manifestations of the evil in the world that are hostile to God.

There really is in the universe a personal spiritual force hostile to 
God. 

And just as the living God has spiritual beings called angels to 
do His God’s bidding, so also the enemy or adversary of God –
Satan – has spiritual beings to do his bidding.
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C. S. LEWIS (Mere Christianity)

Lewis made the observation that the devil “always sends errors into the world in 
pairs – pairs of opposites. 

And the devil always encourages us to spend a lot of time thinking which is worse.

The devil relies on your extra dislike of the one error to draw you gradually into the 
opposite one.

REGARDING THE DEMONIC, THE TWO OPPOSITE ERRORS ARE:

On the one hand, becoming so interested in the demonic that we think we see a 
demon under every bush

And on the other hand, we ignore and discount or marginalize this dimension of 
reality altogether.
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JOHN WHITE (The Fight)

[The devil] feels happy with a Christian mind 
preoccupied with demons all day long and 

[The devil] is just as happy with a Christian 
mind who never gives [the demonic] a single 
thought.
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C. S. LEWIS in MERE CHRISTIANITY
THE BIBLE IS QUITE CLEAR THAT WE ARE AT WAR.

THERE IS A VICIOUS BATTLE RAGING ALL AROUND US BETWEEN THE KINDGOM 
OF GOD AND THE TYRANNY OF A CRUEL INSURGENCY

THERE IS NO NEUTRAL GROUND IN THE UNIVERSE

EVERY SQUARE INCH, EVERY SPLIT SECOND, IS CLAIMED BY GOD AND 
COUNTERCLAIMED BY SATAN

THE NAME SATAN LITERALLY MEANS “THE ENEMY” OR “THE ADVERSARY.”

JESUS DESCRIBES SATAN AS THE THIEF WHO COMES ONLY TO STEAL, KILL, AND 
DESTROY.

1 John 3:8b AMP … for the devil has sinned and violated God’s law from the beginning. The 
Son of God appeared for this purpose, to destroy the works of the devil.
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ANDREW DELBANCO 
The Death of Satan: 

How Americans Have Lost the Sense of Evil

• A gulf has opened up in our culture between the visibility of evil and the 
intellectual [and spiritual] resources for coping with it.

• We have jettisoned (abandoned, discarded, ditched) in the West the idea 
of Cosmic Evil, or Transcendent Evil. We don’t believe in it. In fact, we 
don’t like to use the word EVIL because it implies moral absolutes and 
value judgements. So we use medical terms. We talk about dysfunctions. 
We talk about pathology. We don’t use moral terminology. But as the 20th

Century has gone on [into the 21st Century] it has gotten harder and 
harder to say holocausts and ethnic cleansing and serial killing is just bad 
psychological and sociological adjustment.
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YUVAL NOAH HARARI
Bestselling Book 

21 LESSONS FOR THE 21ST  CENTURY 

Secularism is partly losing credibility because of the 
way it attempts to deconstruct ancient moral 
absolutes without offering any satisfactory 

alternative explanation for the reality of evil in our 
world.
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WHICH WORLDVIEW TO APPLY

If we are to properly interpret Mark 3, we need to first examine our 
worldview. 

JAMES SIRE:
• A worldview is defined “as a set of presupposition s or assumptions 

which we hold (consciously or subconsciously) about the make-up of the 
world.

• Every individual and culture has these assumptions.

N.T. WRIGHT
• Worldviews are “the lenses through which a people, society looks at their 

world. They are the upon which are plotted the multiple experiences of 
life”
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SECULAR WORLDVIEW

The secular view is most prevalent.

Essentially two dimensional: 

• The human self

• The physical universe

• Everything can be understood by these two dimensions:

• Everything has its cause in one or both of these dimensions.
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THE BIBLICAL WORLDVIEW

THE BIBLICAL WORLDVIEW is four dimensional

1.The human self

2.The physical universe

3.The Living God

4.The unseen, created “spiritual” beings and powers
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THE BIBLICAL WORLDVIEW

• BIBLE SCHOLARS TELL US WE ARE NOT BEING REALISTIC ABOUT LIFE 
UNLESS AND UNTIL WE FACTOR IN ALL FOUR DIMENSIONS REALITY. 

• When we are trying to understand what is happening in our lives or 
in cities or in our world, we have to take into account all these 4 
dimensions.

• Biblical Realism: If we want to understand life in the universe, we 
have to factor in stories of Jesus’ encounters with evil spirits.
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C. S. LEWIS

C.S. LEWIS in Screwtape Letters:

It seems to me this four-dimensional worldview … helps us explain a 
good many facts. It agrees with the plain sense of Scripture, the 
tradition of Christendom, and the beliefs of most people at most time. 
And it conflicts with nothing that any of the sciences has shown to be 
true.

C. S. LEWIS in Mere Christianity:

Enemy-occupied territory – that is what this world is. 

Christianity is the story of how the Rightful King (JESUS CHRIST) has 
landed, you might say in disguise, and is calling us all to take part in a 
great campaign of sabotage. 
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Darrell W. Johnson
Ephesians 6:12

Behind the movements of human history, behind the 
powerful human structures that oppress people, lies 
the operation of what the apostle Paul calls 
“principalities and powers,” or “powers of 
dominions, rulers and authorities,” a whole host of 
demonic agents carrying out Satan’s design. 
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WHAT ARE WE TO MAKE OF TEXTS LIKE MARK 3

We are to take these stories at face value

We are to let them challenge and shape our 
worldview so that we live more realistically
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EXAMINING AND UNDERSTANDING 
JESUS’ PARABLE in MARK 3

• The SCRIBES (Teachers of the Law) had no trouble accepting the 
factuality of Jesus’ exorcism; they questioned the source of Jesus’ 
power. They concluded that Jesus was in league with Satan himself. 

• Mark 3:27 No one can enter the strong man’s house and plunder his 
property unless he first binds the strong man, and then he will 
plunder his house.

• Luke 11:21-22 When a strong man, fully armed, guards his own 
house, his possession are undisturbed; but then SOMEONE 
STRONGER THAN HE (THE STRONG MAN) attacks him and 
overpowers him, THE STRONGER MAN takes away from THE 
STRONG MAN all his armor on which he had relied, and distribute his 
plunder.
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According to Jesus, the world is a house under 
siege, occupied by a strong enemy

In this parable, Jesus is revealing His worldview

Jesus is also revealing His understanding of the fallen 
human condition

In His first parable, Jesus reveals what He has come to do.

• He has come to bind the Strong Man and plunder the 
Strong Man’s house.

• He has come to set the captives free
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EXAMINING AND UNDERSTANDING 
THE PARABLE IN MARK 3

• According to Jesus’ parable, these demonic forces have infiltrated our 
existence and, in some way, hold humanity hostage.

• More than that, God’s enemy seeks to destroy humanity. Not because Satan 
hates us but primarily because Satan hates God; Satan seeks to destroy 
God.

• However, since Satan cannot get t God, Satan goes after what God has 
made, especially human beings, creatures made in God’s own image.

• Since Satan cannot get at God – for Satan is NOT God’s equal – he goes 
after what is closest to God’s heart, Humans.

• THE WORLD IS UNDER SIEGE BY A STRONG MAN.
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NOTEWORTHY TO REMEMBER

Jesus does not attribute all sickness, personality disorders, 
suffering to the demonic.

Sometimes we need forgiveness.

Sometimes we need physical or emotional healing. 

Sometimes we need psychological healing.

Sometimes we need to be delivered from the work of the enemy.

Sometimes we need a combination or all of the above.

JESUS CAME INTO ALL THE WRECKAGE TO REDEEM US AND 
MAKE US WHOLE AGAIN.
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BINDING THE STRONG MAN

THIS BINDING JESUS BEGINS TO DO IN THE WILDERNESS 
WHEN SATAN COMES TO TEST HIM

• Three times Satan tempts and tries to deflect Jesus from His 
mission.

• Three times Jesus stands.

• Jesus wins all three rounds and emerges from the wilderness with 
His Gospel: “THE TIME IS FULFILLED, THE KINGDOM OF GOD 
HAS COME NEAR (Mark 1:15).

THE RIGHT KING HAS LANDED …
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THE ULTIMATE BINDING TAKES PLACE AT THE CROSS

WHAT THIS MEANS IS THAT JESUS HAS JUST ROBBED THE STRONG 
MAN OF HIS GREATEST WEAPON – THE FEAR OF DEATH.

• The strong man could no longer hold the hostages with the threat of 
death.

• Jesus has defanged death.

HEBREWS 2:14-15

THROUGH DEATH [JESUS] MIGHT RENDER POWERLESS HIM 
(SATAN) WHO HAD THE POWER OF DEATH, THAT IS, THE DEVIL, AND 
MIGHT DELIVER THOSE WHO THROUGH FEAR OF DEATH WERE 
SUBJECT TO SLAVERY ALL THEIR LIVES”
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JESUS, THE STRONGER MAN
PERSONAL IMPLICATIONS

James 4:7-8,10 NKJV

Therefore submit to God. Resist the devil and he will flee from you. 
Draw near to God and He will draw near to you … Humble yourselves 
in the sight of the Lord, and He will lift you up.

We need not fear the evil one in his desire to destroy. We can now say 
to him. “Jesus has bound you. You have no authority in my life. Be 
gone!

In those times when we sense we are being hassled, tormented, or 
attacked by the evil one, we can take our stand in Jesus and in His 
Name say. “You leave me and my family alone; You leave us alone; we 
belong to Jesus. I am going to tell the truth. You may be the strong, but 
Someone stronger has bound you. Back off!
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JESUS, THE STRONGER MAN
BODY OF CHRIST IMPLICATIONS

Jesus has given His disciples His authority over the demonic (Mark 10:1, Mark 6:7, 
Luke 9:1)

So when the 70 disciples returned from the short-term mission project which Jesus 
had sent them, they tell Jesus with joy, “LORD, EVEN DEMONS ARE SUBJECT TO 
US, EVEN DEMONS ARE SUBJECT TO US IN YOUR NAME.” THERE IS POWER AND 
AUTHORTY IN JESUS’ NAME.

The GREAT COMMISSION (Mark 16:14-18)
14 Later He appeared to the eleven as they sat at the table; and He rebuked their 
unbelief and hardness of heart, because they did not believe those who had seen 
Him after He had risen. 15 And He said to them, “Go into all the world and preach the 
gospel to every creature. 16 He who believes and is baptized will be saved; but he who 
does not believe will be condemned. 17 And these signs will follow those who 
[d]believe: In My name they will cast out demons; they will speak with new tongues; 
18 they[e] will take up serpents; and if they drink anything deadly, it will by no means 
hurt them; they will lay hands on the sick, and they will recover.”
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BENEDICTION

EPHESIANS 3:17-21

(May) Christ dwell in our hearts through faith—that we, being 
rooted and grounded in love, may have strength to comprehend 
with all the saints what is the breadth and length and height and 
depth, and to know the love of Christ that surpasses knowledge, 
that you may be filled with all the fullness of God.

Now to him who is able to do exceedingly far more abundantly 
than all that we ask or think, according to the power at work 
within us, to Him be glory in the church and in Christ Jesus 
throughout all generations, forever and ever. Amen.
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